Abstract. In the paper a bitopological presentation of graphs has been described.
Introduction
Graphs are widely used as almost "standard" models of various dynamic systems, networks and many other devices. There exist a lot of presentations (definitions) of graphs. These presentations define graphs usually as two sorted relational systems i.e. sequences of the form G = (A, V, a) with A and V being sets (of edges and vertices resp.) and a structure a which can be a function (e.g. of the form A -• V x V), a relation (e.g. of the form a C V x A x V) or e.g. a pair of functions of the form A -> V. In the last, perhaps the most popular, case by a graph it is meant an algebra of the form Q = (V s , E s where V s and E s are sets of vertices and edges of the graph and df( : A -> V are functions called incidence functions. A disadvantage of the mostly used two sorted presentations of graphs is the fact that their (homo)morphisms are defined in a not "typically algebraic" way (see e.g. [4] for a comment and an interesting other definitions). The problem is here the fact that such a homomorphism should respect the partition of the set of elements (that means the set A UV) of a graph into edges and vertices. The presentation of graphs used in this paper defines graphs with disjoint sets of vertices and arrows as equationally definable algebras with one carrier-set only. By a graph we mean any triple A = (X, s, t) with a set X and unary operations s, t: X -• X satisfying the conditions
s(s(z)) = t(s(z)) = s(x) & s(t(x)) = t(t(®)) = t(x)
for each x G X. The passage from this definition to the last of two-sorted presentations mentioned above and in the opposite direction is via the equations V Q = {x e X : s(x) = x},E
(backwards). So the vertices of such (one sorted presentation of) graphs are the comon fix-point of the operations s and t. The class of homomorphisms of such graphs is richer than the class of "classical" homomorphisms of graphs. If one wants to use graph homomorphisms as a model of "aggregation of arrows into vertices" then one has to choose between the simple two-sorted definition of graphs and complicated definition of their homomorphisms, or a "non-typical" definition of graphs (in this case of the above one-sorted presentation) and typical algebraic definition of their homomorphisms. In this paper the second possibility has been chosen. It seems that in this case, in contrast e.g. to programming, it is easier to work with one-sorted than with two-sorted algebras.We show that the one-sorted presentation of graphs leads to a kind of "topological" presentation of them.
In the paper the standard mathematical notation and terminology (see e.g. [3] ) is used. Exemption is the notation for the composition of relations and functions ((R o S)(x) = S(R(x))) and the fact that total relations are written in the form R: X -+Y instead of more often used form RC X xY, that means if R C X x Y and for every x € X there exists y E Y with xRy then we write R : X -> Y instead of R C X x Y. For all unexplained concepts of category theory and notation used in the paper the reader is referred to [3] .
Topologies induced by functions
Let X be a set and g : X -> X be a function satisfying the condition 9 2 = 9 0 9 = 9, i-e. g is (considered as a relation) transitive and dense. Let us note that in this case we have g(X) = g/i x = {x E X : g(x) = x}, that means the set of all fix-points of g is the image of g. For any A C X we define C(A) = A U g(A). The topology and the closure operation determined in a set X by a transitive and dense function g : X -> X will be called induced by g and denoted by r g and C s respectively. We will drop the index g if it does not cause any confusion. Let X be a set, g : X -> X be a transitive and dense function, C be the closure operation induced by g and gj lx be the set of all fix points of g. -0 then {x} would be a frontier set, i.e. it would be closed in rg, which is impossible because x € X\gfix (c.f. fact 2.2 above). So it must be /({x}) = {x}, i.e. {x} is an open set. The converse is evident.
• The topological space (X, T9) may be very "irregular" and needn't satisfy even very weak separation conditions. On the other side, if rg is a T\ topology, then g must be the identity relation in X and rg is the discrete topology. Some "between cases" are determined by the request that g has a noil empty set of fix-points. These fix-points are exactly one element closed sets. All other one element sets are open. This property characterizes topological spaces induced by transitive and dense functions.
DEFINITION 2.1. A topological space (X,T) will be called Ti^-space iff any one element set is either open or closed.
The frontier of a one element set in a topological space induced by a function is always a one element set. In general in a T^-space it needn't be the case. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For any Ti/2-space {X,T) and a point x € X we define
Let us note that gT : X -• X is a well defined function because the fontier set of {x} is a one element set. If there were exist two elements y and y' satisfying the condition
then the set {y,y'} would be included in the frontier of {x}. So this frontier would have more then one element. Let us also note that if the set {x} is closed then we have gT(x) = {x} that is x is a fix-point of gT. Proof. Let x, y G X and let us assume that {1} is an open set. We have Let g and g' be transitive and dense functions in the sets X and X' respectively and / : X -> X' be a function transforming g into g'. m
FACT 2.5. The triple f : (X,rg) -• (X',rg>) is a continuous mapping from the topological space (X, rg) into (X',Tg/).
[def. of the closure operation] •
LEMMA 2.2. For any Ti/2-space {X,t) and any points x, y G X there holds

X^2/&{X}GR&YG C({X}) =• C({y}) = {y}.
Proof. Let us assume x j-y k {x} e r k y G C({x}). If it is open then f(x) = /(y) by Corollary 2.3 above (if it was f(x) ^ /(y) then it would be C"({/(y)}) = {/(?/)} because /(y) G C(/({*}))).
• For any T^ -space T = (X, r) let T(T) = (X, gT) and for any continous mapping / : T -• T' let T(f) : T(T) -> T(T') be given by the assignment R(/)(®) = f(x) for any x G X. Then T : Top-•TDfun is a functor from the category Topi/2 of T^ -spaces into the category TDfun of transitive and dense functions. Analogously assigning to any pair 7 = (X,g) with X being a set and g a transitive and dense function from X into X the topological space (X, rg) and to any triple / : (X, g) -> (X'g') with g and g' being transitive and dense funtions g : X -> X and g' : X' -> X' and / : X -• X' being a fuction transforming g into g' the triple / : (X, rg) -• (X\ Tgi) we obtain a functor A : TDfun-»Top^ from the category TDfun into the category Top^- Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the fact 2.6 and 2.7 above.
•
The above corrollary allows to consider unary algebras of the form (A,UJ) with the operation U> : A->A satisfying the condition wow = w as T1/2 topological spaces and vice versa. As we have seen in the introduction graphs 766 W. Korczyñski can be treated as unary algebras of the form A = (X, s, t) with a set X and unary operations s, t : X -• X satisfying the conditions
s(s(x)) = t(s(®)) = s(x) k s(t(®)) = t(t(x)) = t(x)
that means a kind of "merging" of two algebras of the form (X,U>) with (seeing as relations) transitive and dense operations s and t. The topological counterparts of such structures are triples of the form (X, Ti,T2) with T^ topoplogies ti,T2 C POW(X). Such triples are known as bitopological spaces They will be considered in the next section.
Let us note some simply properties of T^-spaces. 
COROLLARY 2.3. For any Ti/2-space T = (X, r) and, x, y G X it holds xR T y x = y k C{x) = {1} or x ^ y k y G C(x).
Proof. If xR T y then xRry & (x = y or x ^ y) k (y G C(x) k C(y) = {y})
Oi = l/&j/E C{x) k C(y) = {y} or x¿yky€ C(x) k C(y) = {y}. Now x = y ky G C{x) k C(y) = {y} x = y k C(x) = {x} [evident] and
C\jA t c[jC(A).
teT teT
The converse inclusion holds for any family of sets in any topology.
• Tx/2 bitopological spaces in which the frontier of any one element set is a one element set as well correspond to graphs. More precisely a graph can be seen as a bitopological Tj/2-space (X, ri, 7-2) in which the frontier of any one element set is (in both topologies) a one element set. In what follows we will frequently use such spaces. They will be called d-spaces (directed graph spaces). Let % = (X, ri, T2) be such a d-space and C ri ,C T2 : Pow(X) -• Pow(X) closure operations in T corresponding to the topologies T\ and 72. If we will seen X as a graph, then the operations C n and C T2 are our candidates for the source and target operation in the set X. Unfortunately in general they needn't have the common set of fix-poins. 
The category of graphs seeing as one sorted algebras A = (X,s,t) with a set X and unary operations s,t : X -> X satisfying the conditions
is equivalent to the category of d-spaces and bicontinous mappings.
Proof. Straigthforward. •
Modal logic
In the paper [5] a new approach to the modal operators of necessity and possibility has been introduced. It bases on some "negation -operations" in the so called bi-Heyting lattices. The main examples of these operators are given by means of graphs. We show how these "negations" can be easily defined by means of topologies introduced in the paper. Let us recall some notions from [5] . In Gentzen's formalism the defining properties for -> and \ may be written in the form x < y -* z x\y < z x Ay < z x <y\! z' Having these operations one can define two "negation": ->x = x -> 0 (the usual intuitionistic negation) and ~ x -1\ x, called in [5] the supplement, where 0 and 1 are the bottom and top elements of the lattice, respectively. They have the following defining properties
x < -i y ~ x < y x Ay = 0 1 = xW y' So -ix is the largest element disjoint from x and ~ x is the smallest element whose join with x gives the top element 1.
PROPOSITION 2.4. (see [5]) In a Heyting algebra the negation operation -i is order reversing and satisfies x < -i-i®. In a co-Heyting algebra the supplementary operation ~ is also order reversing and ~~ x < x.
EXAMPLES, (see [5] ) (1) A Boolean algebra is a bi-Heyting algebra. Define x -* y = c(x) V y and x\y = x A c(y), where c( ) is the operation of Boolean complement. Notice that in this case -n x = c(x). Conversely, a bi-Heyting algebra such that ->x =~ x for all x is automatically a Boolean algebra.
(2) Let X be a topological space. It is well-known that the lattice of open sets of X constitutes a Heyting algebra. We define U V (for U and V open sets of X) to be the interior of c(U) U V, where c( ) is the usual Boolean complement.
Dually, the closed sets of X constitutes a co-Heyting algebra by defining F\G (for F and G closed sets of X) to be the closure of F n c(G).
The third example considered by the authors comes from the theory of graphs. It is written in a form based on two sorted presentation of graphs 1 . We present it in a little different form based on one sorted graphs.
(3) Let G = (X, s, t) be a graph. Then the lattice P(G) of subgraphs of G is a bi-Heyting algebra 2 . The following text is a citation from [5] (p. 29). "Take, for example, the following graph:
